
LessonLesson
EvaluationEvaluation

I am currently studying for a Certificate in Advanced Methodology (CAM) to improve 

my teaching. As part of the course I need to teach a lesson and ask the students to give 

feedback on what happened during the class. Please spend five minutes completing this 

survey.

Thank you very much!

Sandy

* Required

Which class are you in? Which class are you in? **

 A7ps3 (Wednesday)

 A7ucA (Thursday)

What do you feel you learnt  in this class?What  do you feel you learnt  in this class?

Please talk specifically about the lesson based on writing a film / book review.

How did you feel about  writing reviews before the class?How did you feel about  writing reviews before the class?

 They were easy.

 They were OK, but sometimes I had trouble.

 They were very difficult.

 I've never thought about it.

How did you feel about  participle clauses before the class?How did you feel about  participle clauses before the class?

 They were easy to use.

 I understood them, but I have never used them.

 I didn't understand them at all.

 I've never thought about it.



How do you feel about  writing reviews after the class?How do you feel about  writing reviews after the class?

 They are easier to write.

 They are more difficult to write.

 I feel the same as before.

 I don't have an opinion.

How do you feel about  participle clauses after the class?How do you feel about  participle clauses after the class?

 They are easy to use.

 I understood them, but I will probably never use them.

 I don't understand them at all.

 I don't have an opinion.

Did you have enough t ime to write your review?Did you have enough t ime to write your review?

 Yes

 No

 I can't remember

How clear were the instructions I  gave during the class?How clear were the instructions I  gave during the class?

 Very clear - I always understood what we had to do

 Quite clear - I mostly understood what we had to do

 Not very clear - I understood sometimes, but most of the time I was confused

 Not clear at all - I didn't know what we were supposed to do

 I can't remember

Which do you prefer?Which do you prefer?

 Writing as we did it in class this week - writing a text, then modifying it

 Writing as we normally do it - learning something, then doing writing based on what
you have learnt

Complete this sentence: The most  useful thing about  today's lesson was. . .Complete this sentence: The most  useful thing about  today's lesson was. . .

Is writ ing reviews something you need / want  to do in real life?Is writ ing reviews something you need / want  to do in real life?

 Yes

 No



 I don't know

Submit
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